
Power Push Wheelchair
Revolutionary power assisted wheelchair that 
makes pushing a breeze!

- Removes all the strain and effort for the attendant pushing 
- Exceptionally lightweight lithium battery and aluminium frame
- Fast and easy to fold for transportation and storage.
- Unique patented design allows the motor to match the attendants needs from slow 
to fast walking speeds. 
- Manufactured in the UK with high quality components
- Simple to use when steering, power driving and reversing 

Shown on a Gravity-Lite



Power Push 

Specifications

Removes all the strain and effort 
for the attendant pushing 

Exceptionally lightweight lithium 
battery and aluminium frame

Simple to use when steering, power 
driving and reversing 

Model Reference Power Push Gravity-Lite Power Push Sonic Plus

Battery Types Lithium Lithium 

Battery size/weight 8Ah/240Wh/1.7Kg 8Ah/240Wh/1.7Kg

User Weight (Max) 100Kg 20st. (125kg)

Transport Weight 14Kg 15.25kg

Total Weight 16Kg 19.25kg

Tyre Type Puncture Proof/ Pneumatic Puncture Proof/ Pneumatic

Front Tyre (Size) 150mm (6in.) 200mm (8in.)

Rear Tyre (Size) 160mm (14in.) 300mm (12in.)

Folding Backrest Yes Yes

Attendant Brakes Yes Yes

Removable Footrest Yes Yes

Seat Width 440mm (18in.) 450mm (18in.)

Seat Depth 420mm 420mm

Seat Height 490mm 520mm

Overall Width 625mm 610mm

Overall Depth 940mm 1090mm

Overall Height 900mm 930mm

Arm Height Adjustable Adjustable

Footrest Height Adjustable Adjustable

Folded Width 300mm 300mm

Folded Length 630mm 710mm

Folded Height 710mm 740mm

Seat Type Deluxe Padded Comfort Deluxe Padded Comfort

Chassis Type Lightweight Aluminum Lightweight Aluminum

Charging Type Off-board Off-board

The new revolutionary Power Push wheelchair removes all the strain and effort for the wheelchair 
attendant and means that you don’t have to push even when going up inclines due to the highly 
efficient ‘free-rolling’ drive motor. 
With its lithium battery and aluminium componentry, the Power Push is exceptionally lightweight 
and the unique design and positioning of the drive wheel allows the Power Push to be folded in only 
seconds for transportation and storage.
Driving, steering and reverse are all simple to use with no extra effort needed. The highly efficient 
brushless ‘free-rolling’ motor guarantees many hours of use from a single charge allowing you to 
get out and enjoy ‘the great outdoors’ making the inaccessible become accessible once again.
The uniquely calibrated controller allows the Power Push to match the attendant’s walking speeds 
from slower to faster walking speeds and makes sure that the attendant remains in control at all 
times. 
The complete mobility solution includes wheelchair, battery, and charger and is manufactured in 
the UK to the highest standards ensuring excellent quality and long lasting use. 
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